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ABSTRACT
The supply chain has become a priority subject of management research and manufacturing theory in recent
years. It has also become an interesting topic in the construction industry. Construction supply chain management is more
concerned with the coordination of discrete quantities of materials delivered to a specific construction project. Currently,
in some building project, there has been no standard indicators in measuring the performance of the supply chain.
Therefore, further research is needed to define the performance indicators there. One of supply chain performance
measurement model is Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR). The SCOR model provides a unique framework that
links performance metrics, processes, best practices, and people into a unified structure. The objective of the study is to
define the application of SCOR in construction project. There are 11 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) on the SCOR
model that could be used as an supply chain performance indicator in construction project. The research method of this
study is by conducting a questionnaire to the project manager and material supplier to determine how the indicators are
applied in building projects. The result of the study is the definition of each KPI at building project which facilitates
understanding of construction stakeholders to measure the performance of the supply chain.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the application of supply chain
management (SCM) theory to the construction industry
has been seriously investigated as an efficient and
effective management strategy to improve the performance
of construction [1]. As we know that construction industry
has suffered from high fragmentation, poor productivity,
large waste, time and cost overruns, conflict and dispute
risk for a long time.
Supply chain management and collaboration have
been used in many industries to gain a competitive
advantage [2]. The philosophy has examples of successful
applications through out the retail industry to the
automotive and the agricultural industries. The
construction industry has been relatively slow to use the
concept of supply chain management due to the unique
nature of the construction process and bespoke product
with several stakeholders.
The high risks in the construction industry require
monitoring on the construction site. The high variability of
construction environments results in high construction cost
variation, especially in material cost [3]. Inadequate
planning may cause material shortages that delay the
project schedule or a substantial increase in inventory
costs by producing or supplying materials earlier than they
are needed at the construction site.
The objective of the study is to define the
application of SCOR in construction. Performance
measurement of supply chain at construction project is
useful in order to know the stakeholder capabilities. The
stakeholder in construction is a contractor, subcontractor,
owner, consultant design, consultant supervisor, and
material supplier. Performance measurement of the supply
chain of building project has not received much attention
yet in academic literature [4]. One of the performance
model in the supply chain is Supply Chain Operations
Reference (SCOR) [5].
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Construction Supply Chain Management
Construction supply chain management (CSCM)
is an emerging area of practice. It is adopted by different
substantials
from
manufacturing
supply
chain
management, where the given priority is on modeling
volume production. CSCM is more concerned with the
coordination of the discrete quantities of materials
delivered to the specific construction project.
The approaches of supply chain management
have gradually been adopted by other industries [3]. When
structuring a supply chain network, the supply chain
partners are easily identified [6]. It will make the business
function of enterprise more effective and efficient [7].
The modeling of construction supply chain
management must be investigated to know how the
construction concept in order to improve production
efficiency and reduce project costs [8]. Supply chain
management has four specific roles in construction [9].
First is to focus on the impacts of the supply chain on-site
activities. Then, on the supply chain itself. In addition,
the transferring activities from the site to earlier stages of
the supply chain. Finally, the integration management and
improvement of the supply chain and the site production.
Performance Measurement
Supply chain performance measurement is
important to study and to practice in the construction
industry. The main aim is to understand how the
stakeholder manage the supply chain operations in the
project [8]. The networking performance for a contractor
in practicing construction management has been measured
in previous research [10]. Five parameters are applied in
the formation of the measurement model, including
information exchange between project members, project
communication
system,
knowledge-sharing
for
collaboration, corporate culture for promoting networking,
and learning capability in Intra- and inter-organizational
settings. The empirical results of this study enable
contractors to realize what items determine the
performance of interfirm networks, and what aspects of
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construction management practices should be emphasized
to improve the networking performance effectively.
In another study, a model to quantify the impact
of supply chain delays on the performance of a building
project has been produced. This model provides an
important measure of how supply chain delays may impact
on project performance. It suggests that problems related
to the supply chain in construction are likely to generate
significant disruption to the project [11]. Furthermore, the
specific performance measurement in supply chain
management is Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) model which is often used in the manufacturing
industry.
Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR)
The Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR)
model provides a unique framework that links
performance metrics, processes, best practices, and people
into a unified structure. The framework will support
communication between supply chain partners and
enhances the effectiveness of supply chain management,
technology, and related supply chain improvement
activities [5].
The SCOR model supports supply chain
improvement by aiding the capture of as-is current state
from which desired to be future state can be derived. By
speeding data collection, SCOR can make it much less
time consuming for managers to find answers to basic
questions about a supply chain performance factors that
could contribute and initiate corrective actions. For
example, consider Perfect Order Fulfillment. This metric
provides a good indication of how well every facet of a
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supply chain: planning, sourcing, manufacturing, and
delivery are tuned and coordinated to meet customers
demand.
SCOR model has been integrated with software
ARENA that provides the supply chain analyst with a
comprehensive and dynamic tool [12]. The other study of
SCOR was compared data from a value stream mapping
that the company managers will use when deciding where
to allocate production resources in the international
production network [13].
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study was conducted by adopting the SCOR
model. Project selected as a case study is the construction
building in company A in Indonesia. It was selected
because it has a material procurement scheme. Material to
be investigated is steel supplier which is one of the main
materials in the building project of company A Indonesia.
There are two perspectives of a key performance
indicator of SCOR model. The first perspective from the
contractor and the second perspective from the material
supplier. There are 11 KPI
in SCOR model which
divided in two facing. KPI in customer facing consists of
perfect order fulfillment, order fulfillment cycle time,
upside supply chain flexibility, upside supply chain
adaptability, downside supply chain adaptability, and
overall value at risk. KPI in internal facing consists of
supply chain management, the cost of goods sold, cash to
cash to cycle time, return on supply chain fixed assets, and
return on working capital. The key performance indicator
structure by SCOR model is shown in Figure 1.

Performance
Indicator
Customer
Facing

Reiability

Perfect Order
Fulfillment

Responsiveness

Order Fulfillment
Cycle Time

Internal
Facing

Agility

Costs

Assets

Upside Supply
Chain Flexibility

Supply Chain
Management Cost

Cash to Cash Cycle
Time

Upside Supply
Chain Adaptability

Cost of Goods Sold

Return on Supply
Chain Fixed Assets

Downside Supply
Chain Adaptability
Overall Value at
Risk
Figure-1 Key performance indicator structure [5]

Literature Study: Supply Chain
Operations
Reference (SCOR) Model
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Return on Working
Capital
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The steps of research in this study are shown in
Figure 2. All 11 indicators are currently still in the
definition of manufacturing. It needs to be defined more
particularly in a construction application. These indicators
are validated to the construction firm and a material
supplier by conducting a questionnaire. Interview with the
project manager in contruction firm and to the manager in
material supplier. It explored the supply chain mechanism
based on KPI in SCOR model. The results of interview
and questionnares are in a qualitative statement.

Adopted the performance indicator
from SCOR Model

Validated of data to the contractor
and supplier
Result

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Definition of KPI for
application in construction
Figure-2 The step to make performance indicator
framework

The results of the study are the definition of each
KPI for application in construction project. Each KPI is
explained in operational definition and application in
construction project perspective. Key performance
indicator by contractor perspective as Table 1 below.

Table-1 Key performance indicator by contractor perspective
Performance
Criteria
Customer Facing
1. Reliability

2. Responsiveness

KPI
Perfect Order
Fulfillment

Order Fulfillment
Cycle Time

Performance Criteria
The percentage of orders delivered,
delivery performance to customer
commit date, documentation
accuracy, and perfect condition.
The duration of source cycle time,
make cycle time, delivery cycle
time, and delivery retail cycle time.
The company’s ability to flexibly
against the number of days needed
to meet unplanned demand.

Application in Construction
The percentage of fullfilment
material, documentation accuracy,
and perfect condition.

The duration of supplier for send
material to contractor since the date
of order material.
3. Agility
Upside Supply
The supplier’s ability to flexibly
Chain Flexibility
against the number of days needed
if contractor demand is change or
unplanned.
Upside Supply
The company’s ability to adapt a
The supplier’s ability to adapt a
Chain Adaptability
maximum percentage of the number maximum percentage of the number
of items that can be sent if there is
of items that can be sent if there is
increased demand.
increased demand from the
contractor.
Downside Supply
The company’s ability to adapt in
The supplier’s ability to adapt in
Chain Adaptability
terms of percentage reduction in the terms of percentage reduction in the
number of orders to be delivered in number of orders to be delivered
the next few days.
when the contractor activities are
not much.
Overall Value at
The value of the risk borne by the
The value of the supplier risk when
Risk
company as a whole.
there are an order or it send
materials.
There are 6 KPI in customer facing can be used to
The shorter the time or appropriateness planning will
measure the supply chain performance. The each reason
help contractor finish the work on time with minimum
based on the contractor is:
of delay. The low KPI parameter indicates success.
1. Perfect order fulfillment
3. Upside supply chain flexibility
This KPI will help contractor to get the best quality in
In a construction project, every material procurement
construction work based on the specification. If the
based on the schedule. If there are changes of schedule,
order is perfect, it will reduce waste and keep good
it will also effect the schedule of material procurement.
quality in a construction project. High KPI parameter
If the supplier can flexible with the increased demand
indicates success.
from the contractor, the contractor will trust the
supplier. Besides that, it can do the work more
convinced. Low KPI parameter indicates success.
2. Order fulfillment cycle time
4. Upside supply chain adaptability
If the supplier can adapt to the increased demand from
the contractor, it shows the strenght in supply chain
Construction Project Management
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management. The KPI successful parameter is higher
is better.
5. Downside supply chain adaptability
This KPI is similar to upside supply chain adaptability.
If the supplier can adapt in terms of percentage
reduction in the number of orders to be delivered when
the contractor activities are less, it will help supply
chain management of contractor. The contractor must
maintain this relation. The KPI successful parameter is
higher is better.
6. Overall value at risk
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Construction supply chain management have many
risks. The supplier must prepare every risk what could
be accepted, transfered, or avoided.
Therefore
according to the contractor, the supplier must have a
calculation to give the value of every risk. The KPI
successful parameter is lower is better.
These KPIs directly could help contractor to
measure the performance of supply chain of the supplier
when related to the contractor. Meanwhile, the
performance indicator by supplier perspective will be
shown in Table-2.

Table-2 Key performance indicator from supplier perspective
Performance
Criteria
Internal Facing
1. Costs

KPI
Supply Chain
Management Cost

Cost of goods sold

2. Assets

Cash-to-cash cycle
time

Return on Supply
Chain Fixed Assets

Return on Working
Capital

Operational Definition

Application in construction

The costs of overall supply
chain management (cost to plan,
cost to source, cost to make,
cost to deliver, cost to return,
and mitigation cost)
The sale main costs that consist
of direct labor cost, direct
material cost, and indirect cost
related to production.

The costs that are used by the supplier
to manage the supply chain of material.
It consists of cost to plan, cost to the
source, cost to make, cost to deliver,
cost to return, and mitigation cost.
The cost that be used by the supplier to
do supply chain management that
consists of direct labor cost, direct
material cost, and indirect cost related
to production.
The supplier cycle time to get return
money after buys raw material to
produce materials.

The company cycle time to get
money that be an investment by
the company after buys raw
material.
The company return in fixed
assets such us tools or
technology information that is
used to production activity.
The company return from the
financial capital of work that is
used and also its profit.

There are 5 KPI in internal facing can be used to
measure the supply chain performance. The each reason
based on the supplier is:
1. Supply management cost
This KPI will help supplier to know the costs of overall
of supply chain management. In each cost as the cost
to plan, the cost to the source, the cost to make, cost to
deliver, cost to return, and mitigation cost will be
calculated in detail calculation. In repetitive
production, the supplier will estimate the cost before
producing the material. The KPI successful parameter
is lower is better
2. Cost of goods sold
This KPI is very important to estimate the goods sold
and the profit of supplier. It will be budget estimated
reference to produce and sell off material. The KPI
successful parameter is lower is better.
3. Cash to cash cycle time
This KPI will help supplier to manage the production
of material or accept the order from contractor to get a
return of money in short time. The KPI successful
parameter is lower is better
4. Return on supply chain fixed assets
Construction Project Management

The supplier return in fixed assets such
us tools or technology information that
is used to produce materials.
The supplier return from the financial
capital of work that is used and also its
profit.

Not all production activities must rent or buy the tools.
But if the supplier can buy tools for production, it will
be benefit more for the next project or production. The
KPI successful parameter is higher is better.
5. Return on working capital
This KPI will help supplier to know the return of
working capital and profit. So, it can be used to
measure the supplier activities in the supply chain. The
KPI successful parameter is higher is better.
The results of performance indicator framework
by Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model
(Table 1 and Table 2) indicated SCOR model can be
divided into 2 categories. The categories are customer
facing and internal facing. Customer facing sees how the
performance of supplier from the standpoint of the
contractor. Therefore KPI as perfect order fulfillment,
order fulfillment cycle time, upside supply chain
flexibility, upside supply chain adaptability, downside
supply chain adaptability, and overall value at risk are
very fitting if analyzed from the contractor. While the
internal facing sees how the supply chain performance of
the company or in this case the supplier. Therefore KPI as
supply chain management cost. The cost of goods sold,
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cash to cash cycle time, return on supply chain fixed
assets, and return on working capital are very fitting if
analyzed from the supplier.
There are two successful parameters of each KPI.
The parameter are higher is better and lower is better.
Higher is better will make contractor or supplier always
increasing the score the KPI to get good supply chain
performance. Meanwhile for the lower is better will make
contractor or supplier always decreasing the score the KPI
to get good supply chain performance.
Although every KPI can apply in construction
supply chain and it has a successful parameter, but there
are not a value of the measurement. There are three units
of measurement as %, days, and IDR or USD. The % units
are perfect order fulfillment, upside supply chain
adaptability, downside supply chain adaptability, overall
value at risk, return on supply chain fixed assets, and
return on working capital. The day units are ordered
fulfillment cycle time, upside supply chain flexibility, and
cash to cash cycle time. While for IDR or USD units are
supply chain management cost and cost of goods sold.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall results indicated that SCOR model
can be adopted and applied in a construction project to
define the supply chain performance. However, it must be
defined in construction perspective in order to understand
the SCOR model concept and to facilitate the contractor
and material supplier. The results of study found 6 KPI as
customer-facing that can be measured by customer or
contractor. Moreover, 5 KPI can be measured by the
supplier as internal facing. Adopting the performance
indicator from SCOR model by defining and applicating in
construction perspective. The next step is to validate data
to the contractor and material supplier.
The study has several limitations. First, the case
study just measures the performance indicator of one
building project. It can be improved to adapt in other
project sectors as roads, bridges, and damns. In addition,
the material case studies only cope main material like steel
and concrete. It can be developed in other materials.
Finally, the respondents of the study is just one company
that consists of contruction firm and materil supplier. The
findings can be applied in other companies in order to
know their supply chain management performnace.
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